Dear colleagues and students,

We are going to hold a seminar with the title "Learning Cantonese at Chinese Language Centre". There is a general lack of information and resources for Cantonese learning, and we would like to take this chance to fill the gap for fellow HKU members.

Teachers at Chinese Language Centre will explain available options offered by the Centre. We will also discuss tools available and recommended strategies, and latest online resources (in particular, CantoSounds, a tool that we have developed to help beginners master pronunciation and romanisation).

You can also ask us any questions regarding learning Cantonese in general at the Q&A session.

Language: English

Date and time: 10:30am - 12:00nn 31st August 2016

Venue: CPD 3.29

Please fill in the form below for registration. For any enquiries, please contact us at

hku.cantoexpress@gmail.com

Registration: https://goo.gl/forms/YRV5mbYJnLgBxk5v1

Yours faithfully,
CHOW, Bun-Ching
Chinese Language Centre (Cantonese Stream)